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Description
Left column formatting of blog posts seems to be broken in V9.1. This worked in V 7 and 8. The function called is BLOGLIST. It is called via Dynamic Content.
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```

V9.1
http://75.101.217.92/HomePage

V8.4
http://23.20.248.62/HomePage

V7.2
http://www.environmentcounts.org/HomePage

Importance
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Priority
45
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 09 Sep 12 08:13 GMT-0000
I tried using the bloglist plugin in a wiki page in a branch 9 Tiki installation (revision 42834), and the blog post content displayed as HTML code there also (not just in the left column).

- - Gary

Gary Cunningham-Lee 09 Sep 12 08:15 GMT-0000
Happened to check my username title info in the post I just made, and found it is also not parsed, but displays as raw HTML.
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